[Studies on criteria for clinicopathological diagnosis of allergic granulomatous angiitis (AGA)].
Comparative studies in the evaluation of criteria for clinicopathological diagnosis of AGA which was proposed by Japanese Health and Welfare Ministry (JHWM) in 1988 and American College of Rheumatology (ACR) in 1990 were conducted. Twenty seven Japanese patients with AGA and 231 Japanese controlled patients with polyarteritis nodosa (PAN) and Wegener's granulomatosis (WG) were used as material patients who had been provided a second questionnaire in 1984 sponsored by the JHWM. As a result, the JHWM criteria was 85.2% in sensitivity and 96.5% in specificity, which was superior to the ACR criteria being 74.1% in sensitivity and 93.9% in specificity. These results were due to the low sensitivity and low accuracy in paranasal sinus abnormality and pulmonary infiltrates which were included in the ACR criteria. Furthermore, the JHWM criteria could be diagnosed as AGA using not only the histopathological findings but by the clinical symptoms alone. The controlled patients who were overdiagnosed as AGA using ACR criteria were thought to be included as patients with WG. On the other hand, the controlled patients who were overdiagnosed as AGA using JHWM criteria were thought to be included as patients with overlap syndrome of AGA and PAN. Accuracy of polyneuropathy, muscle weakness, melena and pretibial edema were over 60%, indicating that these clinical symptoms were available for vasculitis symptoms of the JHWM criteria.